
APPENDIX 10a 
A.  Cllr Collier’s notes of meeting with CWAC Highways and Police 

1) HGV restrictions 

Despite a lengthy discussion there were limited solutions put forward: 

- CWAC highways to check options for improvement to signage 

- GB PC to consider best options for communicating with residents regarding deliveries 

- GB PC to consider targeted correspondence to residents of School Lane, regarding parking and deliveries 

- GB PC to consider options for contact delivery destinations such as Arley Hall 

- possible camera to monitor traffic (location TBA) 

2) Parking 

 

CWAC to start consultation for yellow lines opposite Bakery Cottage 

3) Maintenance 

 

GB PC Cllrs reiterated the following concerns: 

- lack of maintenance plan for paths and pavements with particular concern the path to the Cock @ 

Budworth 

- lack of maintenance plan for gullies, drainage to mitigate flood risk 

 

4) A559 

- speed limit 

- potential for traffic lights 

- options for a one-way system coming from Comberbach 

- suitable pedestrian foot way to Comberbach 

- recent incident at the bottom of the hill 

- volume of cyclists attempting to cross at the junction 

B.  Cllr. Torrance additional notes of meeting 

1) Digital camera, positioned at bottom of hill to ascertain lorry movements up hill and problems when two 
large vehicles passing, going uphill to Comberbach. Comberbach PC to be informed. 
 
2) Three pillars to be placed outside Ring O`Bells to reduce house impact from HGV`S. Owner to be asked 
for permission. 
 
3) Maintenance. Either CWAC fill in potholes or they wait until they are really really bad and then proper 
surfacing may take place. 
 

C.  Other ideas previously discussed (extract from minutes of last PC meeting) 

• width restriction (but this is problematic for waste disposal lorries that need access and would 

require intrusive signage in the heart of the conservation area); 

• better signage on the A559 to alert lorries before they turn; 

• improved enforcement action to catch lorries passing through. This might include residents 

advising the Parish Council of the details of any offending trucks so we can contact the relevant 

business and / or notify the police; 

• challenging the sat nav companies. 

 

D.  Comment from Cllr Norman Wright (Email 20th June) 

Is it possible that we could have road markings on the road in red or white saying NO HGVs ACCESS 

ONLY? These to be at each entrance to the village.  

 


